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Consulting Services

Mentoring Consulting Coaching



I understand the struggle of turning your passion into a sustainable
business. In order to do that, you need the tools to ensure you will avoid
burnout while still experiencing a satisfied life.

The problem is most business "coaches” or "consultants" do not have
experience in your field of work, making you feel like a failure for not
being able to implement their guidance.

I believe that you deserve a professional that has experience to help
solve the unique and sometimes challenging problems in the  field of
the Healing Arts. This is why I have helped hundreds, just like you, align
their Purpose, Passion and Profit with the my professional intuitive
business strategies. 
 

Angie 

CHOOSE A
PROFESSIONAL
THAT WILL MAKE A 

A Word From Angie :
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TIER 1 TIER 3

mentoring
consulting 
coaching

TIER 2

3 
Consulting Services

-VIP Day-
this is a business

immersion!

-Project based-
 90-day

increments of
implementation

-One on One-
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Tiers of



TIER ONE :
Offered in a single session or packages.

Fee structure starting at $100 .

1:1 mentoring.consulting.coaching

Guided roadmap for creating effective protocols. This includes
onboarding clients/patients and work flow including follow up
processes.
Blueprint for aligning business goals with current clinical practice
and resources available.
Establishing best practices in problem areas of your business,
alongside resources to implement the system.

Typical desired outcomes:

These are offered virtual via zoom- online access with camera is needed
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TIER TWO :
Fee structure starting at $3000 

VIP Day- this is a business immersion!

Help create a workflow for your clinic including client/patient
onboarding processes, streamlining activities and connection
points.
Evaluation of your current marketing assets and realigning them
with a result driven strategy.
Leveraging your Phase of Business - creating Programs & Packages
- as well as next steps to scale the current model.
Organizing and systemizing problem areas of your business via a
step-by-step plan of action and resources for support.

Typical desired outcomes:

Pre-call - up to 1 hour

 ONSITE or Virtual workshop- 5  hours

 Post-call - 30 minutes
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TIER THREE :
Fee structure starting at $10,000 

Project based - 90 day increments of implementation
 

Onsite Evaluation
Patient Processes & Automation

Operational Infrastructure & Systems

Employees Roles - Goals - Succession Planning
Marketing / Business Building Processes

Typical desired outcomes:

Starts with a Self-Diagnostic Survey- over 100 questions ranging from your selling

infrastructure, competition, company profile, client/patient base and more.

Integrated consulting- onboarding session and biweekly virtual consulting sessions

Goals and Needs are determined based on the survey and onboarding interview process

then a customized project-based proposal is offered.
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Angie Ates-Clark
Is an internationally recognized speaker on the “Business of Integrative
Functional Health,” helping practitioners attain multiple 6 figure incomes
while living their purpose.

She specifically helps those in the Healing Arts who integrate holistic
disciplines with Passion, Purpose and Profit- The Trilogy Model of a
successful Integrative Practitioner.

Prior to designing the Institute of Holistic Integrative Studies, Angie
spent over 20 years in Corporate Executive Leadership. Known for her
talent scouting and succession planning strategies, she led multiple teams
with over $40 million in annual revenue. 
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Why   Angie?
At the top of her career and providing for her 3 amazing children,
she was diagnosed with several debilitating auto-immune
disorders. Intuitively knowing there was more to life, she created a
pivot to heal herself and obtained extensive certifications of
Board-Certified Traditional Naturopath, Board Certified
Complementary Alternative Healthcare Practitioner;
ultimately launching successful 6 figure health clinics, which
served over 5000 clients.

Recognizing a glaring gap in the distance learning arena for
natural health professionals, she hand selected over 20
professional experts to share their clinical genius in an all-
inclusive and comprehensive Practitioner Academy. Using the
S.A.N.E. approach of creating Integrative Functional wellness
plans, she has trained over 10,000 professionals.

Behind the scenes she realized that Clinicians lacked the
entrepreneurial skills needed for a sustainable practice.
Leveraging her Corporate Executive Leadership experience she
created the Business Academy, where burnt-out is not an option
and professionals become satisfied and profitable again with
their profession.

Intrigued with Energy Medicine and how remarkable it was in
healing her autoimmune diseases, she leveled up again and
immersed herself in Shamanism. After earning her Full Mesa
Shaman, Angie unlocked the Clinical Shaman retreats. This
uncensored healing model gets to the root energetic problem and
accelerates client results. 
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She now serves as an Intuitive Business Strategist as she
incorporates over 30 years of well-respected experience. 

She has shared stages with Les Brown- Fight For Your Dreams
Tour, Sharla Brown International Fearless Women Summits, and
Dr. Lee Cowden- Lyme Disease Protocols, to just name a few. 

When Angie is not leading the Clinical Mastery Membership
mentorship, you will find her co-hosting Alternative Health
Tools podcast, speaking on Dr.Summits, customizing medical
education webinars for various organizations, or in one of the over
200 integrative healthcare training videos. 

Through her Signature “Clinical Mastery” Mentorship, she is
known for “shaking up the status quo” and inspiring people to take
action quickly, helping them achieve unprecedented results.

Book a Discovery Call with Angie to see 

how she can add value to your Vision.

Contact:
office@AngieAtes.com
573.204.1111 office #
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